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2A – Policy Communities and 
Networks: Alternative Views

Special purpose 

organizations



2B – Policy Communities: 

Constellations of Hierarchies, 

Individuals, Power or Beliefs? 



Is your research associated with:

- associated with one coalition?

- building new capacities?

- developing new networks?

- building brokering capabilities?

Time horizons for policy change: 

modifying beliefs vs.

external policy change 

Other dynamics:

- policy spillovers

- new governments

- international exemplars

- flow of expertise

- new agreements

2C – Policy Communities as Belief Systems
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2E – Canada’s Intergovernmental Landscape
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3 – Beyond Research:
Modes of Policy Inquiry

Convocation
Activities

Information
Generation

Publication Activities

Memos
Reports
Articles
Books
Briefs
Web Sites

Workshops
Seminars
Conferences
Briefings
Speeches
E-connections

Research

Data

Analysis

• basic research

• applied research

• policy research

What about social media, instant journals, factoids, 



4 – Agenda-Setting and Public Policy

?Policy windows…
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Types of Policy Influence….

Expanding Policy Capacities

 Improving the knowledge 
and data of certain actors

 Supporting recipients to 
develop innovative ideas

 Improving capabilities to 
communicate ideas

 Developing new talent for 
research and analysis

Broadening Policy Horizons

 Providing opportunities
for networking & learning 
within the jurisdiction or 
with colleagues elsewhere

 Introducing new concepts
to frame debates, putting 
ideas on the agenda, or 
stimulating public debate

 Educating researchers and 
others who take up new 
positions with broader 
understanding of issues

 Stimulating quiet dialogue
among decision-makers

Affecting Policy Regimes

 Modification of existing programs or policies

 Fundamental re-design of programs or policies

 Establish new policy regime and programs

So, “influence” is only one standard for judging success; what might be other indicators? 



Reversing the Field: From
Challenges to Strategies

• The challenge of ‘two communities’ long a concern

• Different cultures, time horizons, sense of possibilities

• Policy-making systems are complicated, often opaque

• Ministerial and top executive time is over-determined

• Incredible volume of information converging on them

• Policy challenges not the domain of any one department

• Policy often ‘catches up’ to practice; pace of change

• Canadian “PM” government even more centralized

• Political leaders less likely to take advice from officials

• Governments see ‘mandates’ as the ‘long campaign’

• Research can challenge underpinnings of policy regimes

• Groups now mobilize to discredit science-based findings

Focus: Developing Access, Trust, 
Expertise, Pressure Points, Plans

•Identify policy windows, time 
horizons, change ‘quotient’

•Map and expand consensus in 
applied research networks..

•Get international validation…

•Build/lever other capacities to 
influence those in power (NGOs, 

think tanks, associations, lobbyists, etc.)

•Build knowledge both inside & 
outside government (networks)

•Conferences, workshops, etc.

•Placement and recruitment of 
graduate students as strategy

•Fostering scholar-practitioner 
exchanges (short & longer term)

•Persuade first ministers…

•Innovation can start anywhere

•Readiness to make the case…

•Is implication ‘policy-ready’?

•What about pilot projects?



Expanding Policy Capacities

 Improving the knowledge 
and data of certain actors

 Supporting recipients to 
develop innovative ideas

 Improving capabilities to 
communicate ideas

 Developing new talent for 
research and analysis

Broadening Policy Horizons

 Providing opportunities for networking 
& learning within the jurisdiction or 
with colleagues elsewhere

 Introducing new concepts to frame 
debates, putting ideas on the agenda, 
or stimulating public debate

 Educating researchers and others who 
take up new positions with broader 
understanding of issues

 Stimulating quiet dialogue among 
decision-makers.

Affecting Policy Regimes

 Modification of existing programs or policies

 Fundamental re-design of programs or policies

 Establish new policy regime and programs

Focus: Developing Access, Trust, 
Expertise, Pressure Points, Plans

•Identify policy windows, time 
horizons, change ‘quotient’

•Map and expand consensus in 
applied research networks..

•Get international validation…

•Build/lever other capacities to 
influence those in power (NGOs, 

think tanks, associations, lobbyists, etc.)

•Build knowledge both inside & 
outside government (networks)

•Conferences, workshops, etc.

•Placement and recruitment of 
graduate students as strategy

•Fostering scholar-practitioner 
exchanges (short & longer term)

•Persuade first ministers…

•Innovation can start anywhere

•Readiness to make the case…

•Is implication ‘policy-ready’?

•What about pilot projects?



MAPPING YOUR NETWORK
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Mapping Your Network

• What kind of influence are you targeting?
• What level is most relevant to you? 
• Who are the people? 
• What are their beliefs?
• How were they trained?
• What power (capacity, knowledge, reputation) do they 

have?
• Where do they get their information (advisors, social 

media, etc.)
• What role do they play? 
• AND if you don’t know, how will you find this out?



PROPOSITION DESIGN
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Value Proposition Canvas

http://www.businessmodelgeneration.com/downloads/value_proposition_canvas.pdf



DEVELOP YOUR VALUE PROPOSITION
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Your Value Proposition

• You already know your “customer”!

• What is your product/policy?

• What pains do they have that you can 
alleviate?

• What gains can you provide?



Are you policy ready?
http://mylearningspringboard.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/discussion.jpg
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